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THE NEW OLD AGE

Many Older Adults Lack Even Simple, Helpful Equipment
Railings, grab bars, shower chairs and other inexpensive devices can make it easier to continue living at home, but not
enough older people acquire them.
By Paula Span
April 23, 2021
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In 2019, John Hancock had become so disabled after a hospitalization that he went close to a year without being able to
take a bath or a shower. Using a walker, he could, with difficulty, move around the townhouse in Baltimore where he lived
with his daughter and grandson. But because he felt too unsteady to climb into the tub, one of them had to help him with
sponge baths.
Then a program at Johns Hopkins called CAPABLE (Community Aging in Place — Advancing Better Living for Elders)
sent a nurse, an occupational therapist and a repair person to provide some inexpensive assistive devices. “It made a
tremendous difference in my life,” Mr. Hancock, a retired school cook, said.
Over several visits, the team asked about his needs and priorities and supplied a shower chair and a rubber bath mat. The
repair person installed grab bars around the tub, attached a hand-held shower nozzle and added a railing next to the toilet.
Mr. Hancock learned how to use it all.
“I feel safe and I feel secure,” he said recently. “I don’t have to call somebody to help me. I feel independent, and I’ve been
independent all my life.” Recovering well from a recent stroke, Mr. Hancock, now 64, can not only bathe on his own but can
also cook for himself, manage stairs and go to church.
How many older adults could benefit from such simple, low-cost, nonprescription devices? And how many actually acquire
them?
A team at the University of California, San Francisco, combed through national data and came up with an estimate,
recently published in JAMA Internal Medicine: About 12 million people over 65, living in their own homes, could use
equipment to help them safely bathe and use the toilet, two of the activities disabled older people most commonly struggle
with. But about five million of them don’t have those items, even though they generally cost less than $50.
Looking at Medicare beneficiaries in the National Health and Aging Trends Study in 2015, the researchers identified more
than 2,600 people (average age: about 80) who needed such devices, based on measures like holding onto walls as they
walked and being unable to rise unassisted from a chair.
“They’re not as nimble as they used to be,” said Dr. Kenneth Lam, a geriatrician and lead author of the study. “They’re the
parents you’re starting to worry about.”
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Mr. Hancock demonstrates the grab bars and shower chair CAPABLE put in his bathroom.
“It was amazing,” he said. “I was overwhelmed and full of joy. I haven’t gone to the shower in
a year.” Rosem Morton for The New York Times

Of those who could have benefited from a shower chair and grab bars for bathing, 26 percent did not have either and only
40 percent had both. In the group who could have used a raised toilet or toilet seat, plus a grab bar for toilet use, 44 percent
had neither and 24 percent had both. Extrapolating to the national population produced the five million estimate.
“It’s a technical problem which, unlike so much of aging, is actually solvable,” Dr. Lam said. Yet after four years, the
researchers found, many participants in need still had not acquired the equipment, or had died without it.
“In the hospital, I can order an M.R.I. and charge the system thousands of dollars,” Dr. Lam said. “But down the road, that
won’t help patients not fall. What happens when they get home?”
Home is where older adults want to stay. Covid-19 and its predations and restrictions have made senior living facilities
increasingly unpopular; occupancy rates in the first quarter of this year reached a record low, the National Investment
Center for Seniors Housing and Care has reported.
Yet, “there are people all over the country whose homes don’t fit what they need,” said Sarah Szanton, a nursing
researcher at Johns Hopkins University and director of the decade-old CAPABLE program in Baltimore. Thirty-three
similar programs now operate in 18 states.
What doctors and therapists (and families) worry about most in such cases are falls, a leading cause of hospitalization and
disability for older people. Bathrooms, with their hard and slippery surfaces, pose a particular danger.
CAPABLE, deploying its multi-specialty team and a modest budget of $1,300 per household for repairs, equipment and
installation, offers low-income residents not only bathroom equipment but also kitchen grabbers, well-anchored banisters
and other useful articles.
And it pays off. “On average, people’s disability is cut in half,” Dr. Szanton said. “Their pain decreases. Their ability to
bathe and dress improves. People stuck on the second floor of their houses for years can go on family trips.”
CAPABLE reduced Medicaid spending and could create Medicare savings as well. Participants reported that it helped
them remain at home, made their homes safer and helped them care for themselves.
Elsewhere, users of assistive devices tell similar stories. “We all know someone who had an aunt or a mother who couldn’t
get out of the tub or off the floor, and bad things happened,” said Wendl Kornfeld, 72, who lives in Manhattan with her 83year-old husband.
They had grab bars installed in their two showers for roughly $120 total, “not a huge investment and worth it for peace of
mind,” Ms. Kornfeld said.
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In Mt. Kisco, N.Y., Joan Potter appreciates the apartment renovations her late husband oversaw 20 years ago. He used a
wheelchair, so their bathroom had a roll-in shower with a hand-held shower head, a raised toilet and grab bars in key
locations. Now that Ms. Potter, 88, has undergone two hip replacements, she said, “I’m so grateful I have all these things,
because I’m not so agile myself anymore.”
Why don’t more seniors take advantage of such devices?
Some adaptations that help people remain at home, like outdoor ramps and stair glides, carry high price tags; basic
bathroom devices, widely available in pharmacies and online, generally don’t. But cost can still present an obstacle.
“Medicare covers ‘durable medical equipment’ — hospital beds, wheelchairs, walkers,” said Tricia Neuman, who leads the
Kaiser Family Foundation’s program on Medicare. “It doesn’t cover hand rails or grab bars, things used around the house.”

With the help of new railings, Mr. Hancock can manage stairs again. Rosem Morton for The
New York Times

Medicare Advantage plans have more flexibility, but a Kaiser study found that of Advantage enrollees, only six percent
were in plans that covered bathroom safety equipment.
A recently announced federal program from the Department of Housing and Urban Development will provide $30 million
for a home modification program for low-income homeowners aged 62 and older, a helpful but small step.
Moreover, price isn’t the only barrier to assistive equipment. “You need whole systems to deliver it,” Dr. Lam said.
Sometimes, faced with the challenges of selecting the appropriate devices, ordering and installing them, “even for people
who want them, it just doesn’t happen.”
And a lot of seniors don’t want them. “These are symbols to people that they’re losing control,” said Marcie Gleason, a
social psychologist at the University of Texas at Austin who studies such issues. “It feels like dependency to need these
devices — even though they probably help them remain independent.”
Karen Purze spent a decade caring for her late parents, who hoped to age in place in their Chicago home. She worried
every time her father, undergoing cancer treatment in his late 70s, climbed in and out of an old-fashioned claw-foot bathtub
without supports.
She suggested modifications, but “he wouldn’t listen.” He’d say, “‘I don’t need that. I’m fine,’” Ms. Purze recalled. “He was
clinging tightly to every bit of independence.”
Trying to overcome that resistance, and simplifying the process of acquiring and using safety equipment, will require a
multipronged effort, with more attention from primary care doctors, more programs like CAPABLE and shifts in Medicare
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policies.
But it may require changes in outlook, too. Ms. Purze, 50, and her husband are most likely years away from needing raised
toilets and shower chairs — but are already talking about them.
In their next house? “Grab bars, for sure,” she said. “I’ve seen how important it is, in maintaining your independence, that
your house helps you and doesn’t hinder you.”
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